
Gun Crime: Get serious about enforcing the laws on the books 

How serious are we about enforcing the laws on the books when it comes to gun crime?  

When it comes to making gun crime a priority, do the law enforcers, forensic experts and prosecutors in 

your area truly work as a team thinking and acting together to better protect the public - or rather - do 

they work in separate silos?  

Are they trusted, supported and held accountable for employing sound and sustainable tactics resulting 

in justice for the victims, resolution for their loved ones and more peaceful communities?  

Do the teams have access to the technology tools that can increase their tactical efficiency and overall 

crime solving effectiveness?    

Are clearly communicated policies in place that make gun crime a priority and ensure unfailing 

responses and thorough investigations aimed at identifying and stopping armed criminals - quickly - 

before they can do more harm? 

Failing to enforce the applicable laws on the books is as wrong as failing to pass new laws in order to 

keep pace with a changing violent crime environment – in both cases the public ends up the loser.    

If we are truly serious about enforcing the laws on the books we should take stock of the policies 

currently in place in our communities that drive the investigative responses to crimes involving guns. 

In 2013, New Jersey enacted legislation (N.J. Rev. Stats. §C.52:17B-9.18; §C.52:17B-9.19; §C.52:17B-5.3) 
that made it the policy of the State for law enforcers to utilize certain systems when investigating crimes 
involving firearms: a) the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) System to determine whether a 
firearm has been reported stolen; b) the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives “eTrace” 
System to identify the firearm’s first purchaser and where and when it was purchased; and c) the 
National Integrated Ballistics Information Network (NIBIN) to determine whether a particular firearm is 
linked to another criminal event.  
 
The New Jersey Attorney General and the Superintendent of the New Jersey State Police (NJSP) were 
given the responsibility to design the necessary protocols to implement the new statutes. Thinking and 
acting together with their law enforcement partners throughout the State they have created a model 
program worthy of national attention.  
 
The good news is that the NJSP has designed a sustainable program based upon collaborative teamwork, 
innovative tactics and advanced technologies which has enabled them to go beyond what the new law 
required and also embrace recommendations made by the International Association of Chiefs of Police 
(IACP).  
 
In 2012, the IACP adopted a Resolution entitled Regional Crime Gun Processing Protocols. The resolution 

identifies regionally applied crime gun processing protocols as a best practice for the investigation of 

firearm related crimes and encourages law enforcement officials, prosecuting attorneys and forensic 

experts to collaborate on the design of mutually agreeable protocols best suited for their region. It calls 

for the following points to be addressed: 
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 The thorough investigation of each gun related crime including the safe and proper collection of 
all crime guns & related evidence.  

 The performance of appropriate National Crime Information Center (NCIC) transactions (e.g. 
reporting guns stolen, recovered, etc.). 

 The timely and comprehensive tracing of all crime guns through ATF and its eTrace system. 

 The timely processing of crime gun test fires and ballistics evidence through the National 
Integrated Ballistic Information Network (NIBIN). 

 The timely lab submission and analysis of other forensic data from crime guns and related 
evidence (e.g. DNA, latent fingerprints, trace evidence). 

 The generation, dissemination and investigative follow-up of the intelligence derived from the 
application of the regional protocols. 

 
The better news is that the NJSP can conduct the forensic work required in just 24 hours – every gun – 
every time –to give detectives timely investigative leads to pursue. 
 
Last month, the Delaware Legislature took up the crime gun gauntlet and sent a bill to the Governor’s 
desk for signing which would do what the New Jersey law does and more.  
 
In New Jersey and Delaware they “walk their talk” and are serious about enforcing the laws on the 
books when it comes to gun crime. 
 
Pete Gagliardi 
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